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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is not to analyze the sustainability of universe, but try 17 

to conceptualize what the universal sustainability is, when it comes to a single country or 18 

region, wherein realistically the religious, political, social, economic, environmental and 19 

investment subsystems are revealed as the vitality of spiritual and material existence media 20 

or maybe wherein the signs of erosion of the subsystems (as the of self-organized entities) 21 

correlation or development. The recent events in Africa and Europe unclose the problems, 22 

which are accumulated even more than the last decades and the way - not solving them - 23 

menace not only to sustainability of development of a single country or regions, but also to 24 

imbalance of the global evolution. In the article the possibilities of usage of the 25 

sustainability portfolio of subsystems, as means of modern systematic analysis resort is 26 

analyzed. Invoking the expert methods and abilities of the portfolio’s techniques, the 27 

problem of optimal allocation of financial resources among the separate sustainability’s 28 

subsystems, is trying to be solved, which would let to reach the nourishing standards of 29 

universal sustainability. The universal sustainability index for the country was chosen the 30 

particular composition of that country’s sustainability subsystems indexes. In the dynamics 31 

the index is known as random process and its force for a particular moment is measured by 32 

the level of index and level’s reliability or guarantee. To solve the problem - financial 33 

resources allocation in order to reach the maximum power of sustainability index, the idea 34 
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of Markowitz random field was invoked, and a means for the technical solution the system 35 

of simulation models and decisions - "GoldSim” was used. 36 

Keywords: universal sustainability, sustainability index force, sustainability’s reliability, 37 

Markowitz random field, utility function, stochastical optimization. 38 

 39 

1. Introduction. The Concept of Universal Sustainability 40 

Speaking about the problems of evaluation and management of sustainability usually set of 41 

sustainabilities or a structure of universal (from the Lat. universalis) sustainability is chosen, revealing 42 

the possibilities to formulate and solve the specific sustainability problems. Mostly the social, 43 

economic and ecological sustainability’s subsystems are highlighted, often – investment and political 44 

sustainability subsystems and rarely – religious sustainability subsystems. And for each of subsystems 45 

specific characters and objectives are raised:  46 

 Religious sustainability – is the possibility for humankind to resign to its temporariness 47 

existence, to concede spiritual values of each other, to avoid a contraposition of religious 48 

gospel, to focus exceptional attention of everybody on weaklings and unfortunates. 49 

 Political sustainability – is the possibilities of citizens to ensure democratic regeneration of 50 

country’s political institutions, what would guarantee public representation of all citizens’ 51 

interests and also represent country’s interests in international institutions.  52 

 Investment sustainability – is the strategies of choice of development possibilities, allowing to 53 

choose the variants of social, technological and economical development, measured with 54 

country’s disposed material and intellectual resources.  55 

 Social sustainability – is the possibility to combine harmoniously interests of all social groups, 56 

ensuring human worth existential conditions which are in the ground level of hierarchy  and 57 

what is the most important – the ability to develop society evolution under science revealing 58 

consistent patterns.  59 

 Economical sustainability – is the ability to satisfy the needs of country maximally with the 60 

disposed resources together invoking international connections and support features. 61 

 Ecological sustainability mostly explained as the possibilities to safe the productivity and 62 

variety of biosystem.  63 

The main objective of each universal sustainability’s subsystems in a more simplified way could be 64 

understood as a subsystem's ability to maintain with the high level of guarantee the certain foundation 65 

parameter’s level above the critical threshold, while dropping below the threshold  the subsystem starts 66 

to lose its ability to rebuild itself as a system. However, undoubtedly the main question is rising - what 67 

kind of ability the universal sustainability should foster, i.e. the resultant of all sustainability 68 

subsystems. Searching for an answer to this question deterministically the idea is coming that this 69 

feature conceptually should be understood as preservation of the subsystems’ ability to interact. 70 

Actually the necessity of such feature is seeking by analyzing the environmental sustainability 71 

individually also as other sustainability subsystems. However, for individual subsystems the 72 
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interaction of their elements or their subsystems is conceptually better known and unfolding for 73 

management. In a case of universal sustainability there is a need for perfect formation of the concept of 74 

interaction indeed as also preparation of interaction of engineering foundations.  75 

The key tasks here are - to understand the content, methods and consequences of the universal 76 

sustainability and be able to simulate adequately those processes in order to create the assumptions for 77 

the various specialists of subsystems to discuss on the basis of quantitative information. 78 

Interaction or the ability to interact - where is the difference? Till the late years the content of 79 

sustainability’s definition was illustrated by sequences which accompanied the results of human 80 

activities. Humankind meeting the requirements and continuously growing needs, as the result both the 81 

population growth and irrational usage of needs, send a signal about possible catastrophic results in the 82 

future. However, mostly it is because the users of sustainability category were not claiming to turn it to 83 

science category. As noted in recent years an area that has come to be called sustainability science has 84 

emerged. Though sustainability is not yet an autonomous field or discipline of its own, and has tended 85 

to be problem driven and orientated towards guiding decision- making. There is a hope and necessity 86 

that knowledge about the interaction of sustainability’s subsystems will become the first and most 87 

important problem of this science.  88 

Considerations about the universal sustainability apprehension and fostering are not abundant and 89 

one-directional, and even more - practically constructive. Actually in 1999-2005 was published ESI 90 

(Environmental Sustainability Index). However, it was rather measurements of environmental state’s 91 

parameters or estimates, which are more suitable to compare environmental state of different countries. 92 

Later, it was substituted with the EPI (Environmental Performance Index), and as the name asserting it 93 

pretends to the instrument of sustainability anatomy. 94 

The authors in the paper despite the concept expressed next to the name of the article also will 95 

introduce the pragmatic research - the optimal allocation of resources maintaining the sustainability 96 

and interaction fostering the global sustainability (Lithuania as an example). Lithuania in 2008 97 

according to EMI was in the 16 place in the world, but already the next year withdraws from a 30-98 

highest ranked countries list. The authors will present a stochastic model which describes the 99 

dependency of the universal sustainability’s index of the main - the political, social, economic, 100 

environmental, investment and religious sustainability subsystems’ states changes. 101 

2. Results and Discussion. Sustainability Assessment Problems: Ought Universal Sustainability’s 102 

Index to be Adequate Measure for Sustainability Strength Assessment? 103 

Interaction or the ability to interact - is there a difference? Till the late years the content of 104 

sustainability’s definition was illustrated by sequences which accompanied the results of human 105 

activities. Humankind meeting the requirements and continuously growing needs, as the result both the 106 

population growth and irrational usage of needs, send a signal about possible catastrophic results in the 107 

future. However, mostly it is because the users of sustainability category were not claiming to turn it to 108 

science category. As noted in recent years an area that has come to be called sustainability science has 109 

emerged. Though sustainability is not yet an autonomous field or discipline of its own, and has tended 110 

to be problem driven and orientated towards guiding decision- making. There is a hope and necessity 111 
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that knowledge about the interaction of sustainability’s subsystems will become the first and most 112 

important problem of this science.  113 

3. Experimental Section. Fund Allocation According Sustainability Index Strengthening 114 

Directions 115 

Suppose that for sustainability of religious, political, social, economical, ecological and investment 116 

subsystems as for natural purposes of these system’s development, integrating public EU support and 117 

business funds, the particular fund is formed, by which State can dispose distributing it among 118 

mentioned subsystems. With the help of specific measurements got from lower level of subsystems 119 

and based on expert evaluation, we find out how the usage of the marginal financial unit weighty with 120 

amount of expenses impact the changes of index. This impact is estimated as stochastical variables in 121 

the indexes of subsystems. That existing state of system characterized by index could be changed 122 

(multiplied) by the coefficient.  123 

iw

sisiaNC ),(   (1)  

Where: N – is stochastic variable with mean value - msi, and standard deviation – σsi, s- state of 124 

system, i- name of sustainabilities. 125 

Expert assessed such values of coefficient:  126 

N (0.9; 0.1) – for religious subsystem; 127 

N (0.93; 0.11) - for political subsystem; 128 

N (1.05; 0.5) - for investment subsystem; 129 

N (1.02; 0.04) - for ecological subsystem; 130 

N (0.96; 0.12) - for economical subsystem; 131 

N (0.99; 0.13) - for social subsystem. 132 

The index of universal sustainability is embraced as a production of all subsystems sustainabilities 133 

indexes, is a presumption, that universal sustainability accumulate changes of all systems. In the Fig. 1 134 

we see possibilities of universal index, which are characterized together by degree of index changes, 135 

reliability of changes and riskiness. It is obviously that we have to know the way how to select the 136 

possibility which guarantee maximal force of index. The force of index is calculated with analog of 137 

utility function:  138 

e

e

r

ep
rpeuU  ),,(  (2)  

Where:  139 

e- The value of index possibility 140 

p- The guarantee of the possibility (p {ξ≥e} =pe) 141 

r- Riskiness of possibilities 142 

143 
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Figure 1. The set of index changes possibilities. 144 

 145 

Figure 2. The interaction of index changes possibilities surface with the utility function. 146 

 147 

Figure 1. The best possibility choice. 148 

 149 
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4. Conclusions  150 

The definition of universal and general sustainability could become a stand where the indexes of 151 

separate subsystems are commensurate.  152 

Expert systems and simulation technologies are capable means for solving the tasks of optimal 153 

allocation of resources. 154 

The idea of Markowitz random field is effective means of stochastic optimization. 155 
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